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Imagine you woke up one day and found that your daily active users (DAU) decreased by
more than 30%. Knowing that DAUs are a direct indicator of product health, and for many
SaaS companies a direct source of revenue, you likely have a million questions running
through your mind, including:
• Are customers churning?
• What’s causing the drop?
But, to get to the root of those questions, you must first understand how customers are
actually using your product. Are there signs, obstacles, and drop-off points that led to the
dip? Are your MAUs going up despite a drop in DAUs? Are there particular segments of your
audience still engaging, or are DAUs down across the board?
While the questions you need answered may seem straightforward, it’s a struggle for many
product and marketing teams to glean insights from existing analytics tools. Does your
current analytics platform have the capacity to pinpoint what led to the decline–or would
you be flipping between confusing reports, struggling to figure out what happened?
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Everyone dreads a precipitous drop in performance, but it's a reality that most product and
marketing teams will face at some point. As frustrating as this can be, the inability to
pinpoint the root cause quickly is even worse. It can damage your company's ROI, customer
experience, and ability to notice other potential red flags.
That's where customer experience analytics come in. In this guide, we'll cover everything
product and marketing teams need to know about customer experience analytics, and how
its insights can protect your ability to stay on the pulse of customer expectations.

What is CXA and why is it
important?
Customer experience analytics (CXA) is already a large market, and expected to continue,
growing at a rate of 20% per year. While most product and marketing professionals already
have a deep understanding of customer journeys, and the benefits of robust analytics to
measure a specific campaign or product initiative, many are uncertain how CXA differs from
tools in an existing tech stack, and what its benefits are.

How is customer experience analytics different
from web analytics?
If you’re like most marketing or product teams, you probably rely heavily on web analytics
tools or CRMs to understand customer behavior. While these tools provide insights into
clicks and sessions for your users, it’s important to note the findings don’t span all user
journeys. Oftentimes, the insights from web analytics tools stop at top-of-funnel questions,
like how many users did a particular campaign bring to my product page.
That means teams have unanswered questions about product performance, without all the
context. By relying solely on web analytics, finding the root cause of issues, like a drop in
DAUs becomes a complicated question to answer. And it’s nearly impossible to understand
answers to middle and bottom of funnel questions, like are the new features or widgets
being used? How can we improve the stickiness of our product, and why are people bailing
at the checkout flow?
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Diving deeper than the web analytics you’d find with a tool like Google Analytics or Hubspot
requires insights from a CXA platform.
Customer experience analytics doesn’t just simplify the reporting you get from web
analytics tools–it elevates all of your insights. CXA takes complex and disparate datasets and
digital touchpoints like IoT data, website sessions, product usage, survey information,
chatbot records, reviews and feedback on social media, and weaves together a
comprehensive and easily understood data story with actionable insights.

Why CXA matters
A Salesforce customer expectations survey found that 74% of respondents used different
channels to start and complete a transaction. If three out of every four people buying your
product use different contact points throughout their journey, you need intelligent analytics
tools to truly understand your funnel: from acquisition to drop-off, and to conversions.
Combining all digital footprints into a unified analytics tool might seem daunting, as many
brands don’t have the resources to do so. Not to mention the challenges of aggregating and
cleaning such data. However, the benefits of modernizing your tech stack to accomplish
360-degree visibility of your consumers are abundant.
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1. Better alignment between business units
Teams across your organization–marketing, finance, IT, operations–each require unique
views of data to inform their strategies, however, these unique data stories can be
enlightening across all departments, too.
An effective CXA platform aggregates and streamlines cross-departmental data into a
centralized system, with ease. And, with everything in one place, you can make quicker and
more accurate assessments, share insights, collaborate on data models, and align efforts to
deliver an outstanding CX.

2. Reduce time to insights, without tapping
analysts or data scientists
A unified CXA platform enables product and marketing teams to get a comprehensive view
of core customer journeys and how those touchpoints can be optimized without needing to
tap a data scientist or analyst to build a new data model for them.
Not only does this flexibility arm product and marketing teams with accurate and complete
data in real-time, but it also removes the challenge of data silos and bottlenecks. For
analysts and data scientists, like Yammer’s Teny Shapiro, receiving high volumes of ad hoc
queries was time-consuming–her team was spending roughly 30 hours a week running
these queries. But, after implementing a CXA tool like Scuba, Teny said,

“Ad hoc requests have probably gone down around 90 percent, and
we [analysts] are no longer the bottleneck.”
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3. Quantifiable ROI for CX efforts
McKinsey research found that only 15% of CX leaders are fully satisfied with how their
companies measure CX. Even worse, only 6% have confidence in their measurement system
for tactical and strategic decision-making. Customer experience analytics bridges the gap
between CX and quantifiable metrics. By linking customer behavior to organizational KPIs,
you can get a handle on how your CX efforts are paying off in areas like customer
acquisition, retention, up-sells, and cross-sells.

4. Improve governance and quality of data
To answer questions and gain insights that relate to statistics, ratios, or measurements
about users’ behavior, it’s essential to maintain a certain quality and control over your data.
Data is valuable, but not if companies aren’t implementing data governance and quality
measures. By relying solely on web-based analytics, or without adding context to data, you
can create data mistrust–which can lead to unreliable data and inaccurate insights.
For example, let’s say you’re tracking a user journey with Google Analytics, and you notice a
handful of anonymous users. The anonymity makes it impossible to connect users across
devices. However, by implementing a CXA tool with identity resolution, or enriching CDP
data with a CXA tool, brands can work to solve the problem. Companies can use CXA to
connect the dots and fill in the blanks in whatever data they’re looking to enrich–which gives
them stronger insights that lead to fruitful business decisions. And equally important, it
refines the quality of their data and gives them more control over that data.
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5. Democratization of data and focused, engaging
reports
How much time have you wasted looking at mind-numbing spreadsheets and
incomprehensible reports? Robust data visualization organizes the vast amount of
analytical information into a comprehensible format for everyone–not just data scientists or
IT personnel. This democratization of data across departments allows everyone to focus
their time and energy on delivering a better product and CX. In fact, Bain & Company
found that companies with advanced analytics and data visualization capabilities are three
times as likely to execute decisions as intended and five times as likely to make decisions
faster than market peers.

6. More agile operations and faster digital
optimization
With data available in real-time and comprehensive reporting on-demand, you’re no longer
trapped in slow feedback loops. If companies are waiting a week for insights, they’ve
already lost the CX game. They need insights right away. Implementing real-time into CXA
can give your teams an edge over competitors and make in-the-moment decisions to
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improve service. With self-service analytics at scale data, everyone across your team can
understand digital touchpoints, and have the ability to ask product-driven questions like:

What users are doing in the entirety
of their timewith your product

Total sessions across all users

Time spent per user

Milestone events (count per session)

Most or least engaged sessions

How long does it take for users to get
to their first purchase

Key stakeholders can constantly keep tabs on customer behavior, allowing them to pivot
quickly when needed. CXA also pays off in the long run, as McKinsey reported that analyticsfocused companies saw 23 times higher rates of customer acquisition and 6.5 times
more customers retained, compared to companies that underutilize analytics.
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Outcomes of a successful CXA
strategy
Whether you like it or not, a customer’s experience drives the success of your product or
service. 71% of people find an impersonal experience frustrating. With a strong CXA
strategy, product marketers can accomplish the following.
• Improve engagement: Increasing engagement and understanding what drives
customer interaction with your product is key. What features matter to your customers?
What product features or messaging are (or aren’t) your customers responding to? Indepth CXA will help you see what customers are thinking and help you tailor both your
product and marketing to their needs. With continuous intelligence platforms product
marketers can compare daily and monthly active users, bounce rates, average events
performed for high DAUs–and visualize what events are most common, least common,
and how it affects product usage–in real-time.
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• Increase and improve real-time product usage: When it comes to understanding
product usage insights and analytics, real-time data is critical. Static data is no longer
cutting it, and brands need real-time data to quickly make changes and improvements
to their product. This enables you to not only monitor product usage over time, but in
the exact moment–which is a significant advantage over your brand’s competitors. For
example, a grocery chain that provides delivery can use real-time location data to
prioritize and organize order fulfillment based on when and where customers want their
groceries delivered.
• Customer-oriented views and segmentation in real-time: Gartner found that more
than two-thirds of companies compete primarily on the basis of customer experience.
Meaning, you need a 360-degree view of how your customer engages with your
company and product, including the ability to segment complex journeys based on
meaningful behaviors or metrics. With real-time analytics, brands can understand how
different segments interact with their product--which enables brands to prioritize and
execute product innovations, tailor offerings to specific cohorts, and gain operational
excellence. And, with better segmentation comes better personalization. Diving into CXA
allows you to immerse yourself in their perspective and discover ways to enhance their
experience. When personalization is done well, 40% of people will spend more than
planned when personalization is implemented by a brand.
In a world where they have endless options, it’s critical to meet your customers' needs–and
how you can leverage those insights to provide a better product.
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Elevate your CXA with Scuba
In a digital world where business happens at the speed of light, access to real-time data is
essential. It has become increasingly challenging to make fast decisions with status data in a
real-time economy. Real-time analytics has a direct impact on product and marketing
innovation, overall customer experiences, and retention rates of existing users. Your
continuous intelligence platform needs to integrate data pipelines across all of your
channels and aggregate both qualitative and quantitative information into both an
actionable and easy-to-comprehend format.
In the burgeoning field of CXA tools, Scuba is a comprehensive solution that eliminates the
headaches of implementing and integrating complex technologies. Designed with ease of
use in mind, it democratizes data access and helps you overcome the challenges of product
marketing, without relying on data analysts or complicated platforms. In addition, Scuba
also boasts the following features and capabilities:
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Privacy-focused data aggregation
The importance of customer trust, privacy, and security is
more critical than ever. Scuba is AICPA-certified, GDPRcompliant, SOC II compliant, and you can rest easy knowing
that your customers’ data is secure.

Enrich and integrate with CDPs
and other tools you already use
One of the biggest challenges product marketers face when
adding a new platform is integrating with existing
technologies like CDPs and CRMs. Continuous intelligence
platforms have the ability to elevate and enrich data brands
may already be collecting with CDPs and CRMs. For
example, leveraging CXA in real-time can provide brands
with better optimization, ad spending, and personalization.
According to Epsilon research, 80% of people are more
likely to do business with a company that offers
personalization.
Additionally, continuous intelligence platforms can further
enrich CDP data, despite changes in the industry, like, the
decline of third-party cookies. The use of third-party
trackers, also known as cookies, is steadily phasing out–
posing a new challenge for product marketers and their
teams. Platforms like Scuba–which integrates with a variety
of major platforms on the market–can elevate first- and
zero-party data already collected by CDPs, by capturing,
analyzing, and leveraging that data. With continuous
intelligence platforms, like Scuba, that pull in data across a
customer’s experience and information, marketers can
remain successful in a cookieless world.

Scuba Stories
Basic reports and charts are OK in a transactional world, but incapable of painting a
comprehensive picture of today’s varied customer experiences. Data visualization provides
product marketers context to the billions of data points, both unstructured and structured–
and gain deeper analysis on user behavior in real-time. Marketing teams can leverage those
insights to make real-time decisions across user, product, performance, and activity metrics
without data prepping or delays. Real-time data visualizations also maintain data integrity
by reducing the need to export data to other tools. Some continuous intelligence platforms
provide additional insights, like Scuba. Instead of providing dense reports, Scuba’s “Stories”
feature elevates analytics by creating a digestible, contextual picture of data points–as well
as plain text to describe scenarios.

Scuba Signals easily integrates with platforms
like Slack, so users can be notified in real-time
about changes in important KPIs and metrics

Scuba Signals
You can’t afford to wait for weekly reports to see if you’re meeting customers’ needs.
According to a corporate survey, only 37% of respondents feel their companies make good
decisions quickly. A good continuous intelligence platform will have an extensible alert
system that allows you to build custom queries based on various KPIs and conditions, which
then run constantly in the background. The system notifies you immediately when any of
the conditions occur so you can solve minor problems before they become massive.
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Private SaaS
Nothing rankles a CTO more than being told where they can and can’t host their apps and
data. But, that’s where private SaaS, like Scuba, can help–and make your data even more
secure. With Scuba, brands can keep all their data behind their own firewall, giving you
more security and flexibility. Scuba is compatible with many cloud providers, whether you
utilize Azure or AWS. Investing in a private SaaS not only gives your brand greater agency
and heightened analytics–but it also keeps your data safe and secure.

Ready to elevate your CXA?
Request a demo

Talk to a Scuba expert
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